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1. Fill in each of the four "Fl NAL FOUR" spots with the four teams you predict will appear in the Final Four 
semifinal round of the tournament.

2. Fill in one team in the Champion slot.

3. Fill in your username where indicated on the bracket.

4. Email your bracket picks to madness@topbet.eu

5. Your picks must be submitted and received before the start of the Sweet 16 round on March 24th, 2022.



TopBet Official 2022 Final Four Bracket Contest Rules

- Only registered members of Topbet.eu may participate.

- A maximum of one entry per registered Topbet customer is allowed.

- The first entry received per account will be the official submission entry for that account.

You may not edit, modify, or re-send your submission after the first submission.

- All entries must be submitted and received before the first-game tipoff of the Sweet Sixteen

round of the tournament scheduled to start at 12 noon Eastern time on Thursday, March 24, 2022.

- Unintelligible, incomplete, damaged or destroyed submissions are invalid and not eligible for the 

contest.

- Not eligible to minors. Must be 18+ to enter. Selections and submission must be made by the

registered Topbet account-holder.

- Winning entries must include clear and legible, correct selections of each of the 4 teams in

the tournament semi-final round. Winning entries must also include a correct selection of the

tournament's eventual and official champion.

- The $50,000 grand prize shall be split equally amongst all valid winning entries.

- The $50,000 grand prize shall be paid out via free bet awards to the account(s} of the winning

entry(ies} in 12 equal monthly awards.

- Free bets awarded to the winning entry(ies} are subject to all Top bet free bet bonus

restrictions and terms, including but not limited to playthrough requirements.

- In the event of a canceled or otherwise uncompleted tournament, the contest may be

deemed null and void by Topbet.

- Management decision is final.




